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ABSTRACT
The iterative inversion techniques of Foster 
(1961), Marquardt (1963), Inman (1975), and Johonson 
(1975) as applied to the automatic interpretation of 2-D 
potential field data are developed and briefly 
discussed. The best features of these techniques are 
combined to achieve the maximum stable improvement at 
each iteration through the application of a near optimum 
Foster/Marquardt ridge parameter. The eigenvalues and 
intermediate results are used to define the 
neighbourhood of the optimum ridge parameter.
A system of FORTRAN programs was written to perform 
a semi-automatic inversion of 2-D gravity data. Four 
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In recent years a considerable effort has been 
spent trying to formulate a practical means of 
automatically inverting 2-D potential-field data to 
yield the geometry and physical properties of the 
causative bodies. The urgent need for such an automatic 
interpretation process stems largely from the increasing 
popularity of airborne magnetic surveys with their high 
rate of data acquisition.
The problem is a difficult one as the process
relating the potential-field to the body geometry and 
physical properties does not lend itself to being
reversed. Generally a high degree of ambiguity and
instability is encountered during such a reversal (or
inversion). The general unconstrained inversion of 
potential-field data, assuming no geological knowledge 
of the survey area, is too ill conditioned for a
reliable solution to be obtained. However, some
knowledge of the geology of the survey area is usually 
at hand and can be used to impose sufficient constraints 
to ensure a realistic solution.
The purpose of this project is to investigate the
practical application of constraints that can be imposed 
on the 2-D potential-field inversion system and model
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parameters to improve the possibility of a stable and 
geologically feasible solution. For simplicity and ease 
of computation a 2-D gravity model is used as a 
demonstration vehicle. The experience gained with the 
gravity examples should also be appropriate to 2-D 
magnetic problems.
Existing iterative inversion techniques applicable 
to potential-field problems are developed from the 
"generalized inversion” in section 2 through the ”ridge 
regression" method (Foster 1961, Marquardt 1963, Inman 
1975, Johansen 1977) to an approach which combines the 
best features of the above techniques in section 3. A 
system of FORTRAN programs, INV2D, and INVRT, were 
written to implement and gain first hand experience with 
the inversion techniques of section 3. Four examples 
were run using INV2D and INVRT, and are presented in 
section 4. The FORTRAN source programs are included and 
described in appendix A.
In addition to the references cited a bibliography 
is included, which covers all the articles found 
relevant, and would be of value to anyone interested in 
persuing this line of study.
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1.1 General notation.
The algebraic expressions are numbered such that 
<3-2.9> implies the 9th expression referred to from 
section 2 and located in Figure 3. Throughout this 
study the normal convention of an m by n matrix implies 
m-rows by n-columns, and a vector of length k implies a 
matrix consisting of a single column with k-rows.
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fL GENERALIZED INVERSION.
The term "generalized inversion" is used in this 
study to describe an iterative process of non-linear 
optimization whereby the fit between an observed 
function (field data) and a theoretical function (model 
curve) is improved by varying the parameters of the 
model. A function which gives some measure of the fit 
(i.e. differences between observed and theoretical 
values) is thus to be minimized.
This inversion process can be regarded as three 
separate operations:
a) selection of an appropiate mod el and theoretical 
function to relate the model parameters and gravity 
observations,
b) construction of a set of linear equations relating 
the fit to a model parameter adjustment and,
c) solving for the parameter adjustment from the above 
set of linear equations.
Selection of the representative model and function 
is indicated in Figure 1 and the choice of model and 
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Figure 1. 2-D gravity models and parameters.
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2. 1 Linearization and the A-matrix.
The observed and calculated values can be written 
as functions of the x-position and the variable 
parameters; the observed values with the true 
parameters sought, and the calculated values with the 
parameters as guessed or estimated, <1.2.1a,b>.
The object of this section is to find a means of 
calculating the parameter adjustment needed to improve 
the "first guess" parameters, P' , to obtain the "true" 
parameter, P. Let this sought after parameter 
adjustment be AP such that <2.2.3> is valid. 
Substituting <2.2.3> into <1.2.1b> we get <2.2.4>. The 
right side of <2.2.4> can now be expanded in a Taylor 
series <2.2.5>, and if the elements of AP are kept small 
relative to the elements of P', <2.2.5> can be linearized 
by discarding all the second and higher order terms to 
obtain ’ <2.2.6>. By substituting <1.2.1a,b> and <2.2.2> 
into <2.2.6> we obtain <2.2.7> and <2.2.8>. Written in 
vector and matrix notation, <3.2.9> now relates the 
difference vector, D, to an approximate AP through the m 
by n derivative matrix A. This derivative matrix, A, is 
often referred to as the "Jacobian", eg. (Hjelt, 1975).
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Figure 2. Linearization and the A —matrix.
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Note that in this A-matrix the rows correspond to 
the m observations and the columns to the n variable 
parameters. The A-matrix may also be regarded as a 
"sensitivity matrix" as the value of a particular 
element is directly related to the sensitivity of a 
corresponding observation/parameter pair to a finite 
change. The columns would thus be "parameter 
sensitivity vectors" and the rows "observation 
sensitivity vectors".
2.2 Solving for AP
In solving for AP from <3.2.9> the first problem at 
hand is finding the inverse of the m by n derivative 
matrix A, where m (number of observations) and n (number 
of variable parameters) are seldom equal. Generally for 
potential-field data m is considerably larger than n; 
the system is thus overdetermined. Two methods can be 
used to solve for AP:
(a) The simplest approach is to multiply both sides of 
<3.2.9> by the transpose of the A-matrix, <3.2.10>. 
The resulting matrix product, A-transpose-A, is now 
an n by n symmetric matrix and, if not singular, 
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Figure 4. Eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
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(b) Lanczos (1961,p 117-121 ) showed that a rectangular 
matrix, such as the A-matrix, could be decomposed 
to its eigenvalues and two sets of eigenvectors, 
<3.2.12> and Figure 4. This method of
decomposition is also refered to as ’’singular value 
decomposition” (Johansen 1977). Substituting 
<3.2.12> into <3.2.9>, a P can be solved for as in 
<3.2.13> and <3.2.14>.
Although the above two approaches to solving for a P 
produce the same end result, the singular value 
decomposition was chosen for this study for the 
following reasons:
(a) Lanczos’ ’’natural inverse” always exists,
(b) if the solution for a P is unstable (ill-posed) due 
to the A-transpose-A matrix being nearly singular, 
some insight into the degree of instability and its 
probable location can be gained from studying the 
relative magnitudes of the eigenvalues. If 
A-transpose-A is nearly singular the ratio of the 
largest to the smallest eigenvalue would be very 
large, (often 105 to 108 ).
Unfortunately ’’real world” gravity and magnetic 
inversion problems are often unstable (ill-posed), 
causing wild excursions in the aP values for very small
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errors in the inversion system. Apart from usually 
producing geologically unrealistic models, these large 
and erratic AP values also violate the validity of 
linearization in <2.2.6>. Errors in the inversion 
system are unavoidable, and are usually introduced as:
(a) observation and position errors in the data,
(b) sampling (aliasing), and truncation errors,
(c) linearization errors,
and to a lesser, but significant extent
(d) modeling errors due to using an oversimplified 
model of the "true earth" , and
(e) digital computer round-off.
Hence the need to impose some form of constraint on A P . 
Firstly, the magnitude of AP must be such that the 
linearization approximation is not violated. Secondly, 
the "direction" of AP must be constrained to avoid 
deviating too far from the direction of steepest 
d esc ent.
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3j_ STABILIZATION AND IMPOSITION OF CONSTRAINTS.
During an automatic inversion of potential-field 
data we need to both stabilize the inversion system of 
section 2, and also to impart and retain as much as 
possible of our geological knowledge of the problem. 
Virtually all the geological knowledge that can be 
embedded in the inversion system is through the choice 
of model and model parameters as discussed in 
section 3.2.
3.1 Stabilizing the inversion system.
Several techniques are available for stabilizing 
the inversion system. These methods generally consist 
of attenuating the magnitude of a P, which stabilizes the 
ill-posed inversion system, but also coaches the result 
along to a preferred solution in the vicinity of the 
initial model. The techniques tried by the author 
during this project are all variations on the 
attenuation of the magnitude of a P.
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3*1.1 Truncation of the eigenvalue set.
During experimentation with the basic inversion it 
became apparant that, by viewing the eigenvalues and an 
intermediate result, AP* <5.3.1>, a criterion could be 
determined as to which eigenvalues are Mtoo small” and 
would produce unacceptably large reciprocals in the
inverse, see Figure 4. The AP* values have the
following useful properties:
(a) the magnitude of the largest elements of AP* is 
closely related to the largest value that can be 
expected amongst the elements of AP,
(b) each of the aP* elements is directly associated 
with a specific eigenvalue,
(c) the elements of a P* are usually ordered from large 
to small, as the eigenvalues are ordered from small 
to large, see Figure 6.
Thus a P* can be considered as a link between the 
eigenvalues and a range of values in the aP elements.
Discarding the ’’very small” eigenvalues and the 
associated eigenvectors in U and V, presented itself as 
an easy means of attenuating the magnitude of a P. To
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(a) choose the maximum parameter change that is to be 
allowed with each iteration, based on the range 
over which the linearization might be valid,
(b) select the a P* elements with magnitudes exceeding 
the maximum allowable parameter change as 
determined in (a),
(c) discard the eigenvalues and their associated 
eigenvectors related to the AP* elements selected 
in (b) .
Stabilization by this method proved successful for 
only the simplest models. For more complex models it 
became evident that sorely needed information had been 
lost with the discarded eigenvalues and eigenvectors; 
as was indicated by the inability of the method to 
improve the model to fit the finer details of the data.
A method is needed which attenuates the effect of 
the small eigenvalues and yet retains all the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
3.1.2 Ridge regression.
Foster (1961) proposed a method of stabilizing the 
inversion of near singular matrices by adding a "small 
positive value": k, to the diagonal of the
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A-transpose-A matrix before inverting <5.3*3>, which is 
directly equivalent to adding k to the eigenvalues in 
the form shown in <5.3.^>. The minimum value which is 
possible for the modified eigenvalue set is now k, and 
the error magnification is limited to 1/k, irrespective 
of the size of the eigenvalues. Marquardt (1963) showed 
that as k is increased in size the magnitude of a P 
decreased, and its direction is rotated towards that of 
"steepest descent” .
The problem is now to find the "optimum k" at each 
iteration to give the maximum improvement away from the 
current solution.
Marquardt suggested an algorithm which consists of 
choosing an arbitrarily-high initial value for k, and a 
constant greater than one, and then by successive 
division (or multiplication) of k by this constant 
during each iteration, a value for k is sought which 
improves the fit.
Johansen (1977) uses a "singular value 
decomposition" of the A-matrix, similar to that used in 
this study. Thus knowing the eigenvalues, and that k 
should be less than the maximum eigenvalue for a valid 
initial model, Johansen starts off by setting k equal to 
the smallest eigenvalue and progresses up through the
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ordered set of eigenvalues until the best value for k, 
or the largest eigenvalue, is found. If the largest 
eigenvalue is encountered before the optimum k, the 
initial model is discarded as being too far removed from 
the true solution.
Both the above mentioned methods were tried by the 
author:
(a) Marquardt’s technique ultimately achieves a good 
value for k, but at the cost of testing an 
unnecessarily large number of values at each 
iteration. A small search of considerably fewer 
tests than there are columns in the A-matrix can be 
conducted without any significant increase in 
computation time as at each test only a single 
model calculation is performed, and the "goodness 
of fit" tested. The time-consuming task of 
generating the A-matrix and decomposition to 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors need only be performed 
once for each iteration. Marquardt’s method would 
add considerably to the cost for more complex 
algorithms e.g. 3-D gravity or magnetic models.
(b) Johansen’s method of using the eigenvalues suffers 
from a more serious problem: for most 2-D gravity 
or magnetic problems the symmetric A-transpose-A 
matrix tends to become diagonally dominant due to
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the amplitude of the parameter derivatives being 
related to the observation positions. The effect 
of this "diagonalization” of the A-transpose-A 
matrix is seen in the size distribution of the 
eigenvalues as a strong tendency towards grouping. 
Thus it may not be possible to attain the optimum 
value for k using the eigenvalues as stepping 
stones as can be seen in Figure 12(b). The 
eigenvalues will however indicate the neighbourhood 
of the optimum k.
From experimentation it was found that the 
importance of a good value for k increases as the 
solution is neared. The inability to pick a near 
optimum k after the first 2 to 3 iterations often 
seriously slows the rate of convergence with each 
iteration, to where in some instances the method will 
not converge below a relatively high error level.
The best approach was found to be a modification of 
Marquardt’s method with the improvement that at each 
iteration the initial value of k is selected from within 
the range of eigenvalues, and if possible close to the 
value of the "optimum k" . Generally this "optimum k" 
was found to be in the range of "too small" eigenvalues.
T-2042
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Using the same criterion as described in section 
3.1.1 for determining which eigenvalues are "too small" 
and which are "acceptable", the smallest acceptable 
eigenvalue is selected for the initial value of k. In 
the event of all the eigenvalues being considered "too 
small", (here, "too small" is based on the &P* 
criterion) the largest eigenvalue is used. The search 
for the optimum k is thus conducted from an initial 
value which is usually larger than the optimum k. If a 
value for k is needed larger than the largest eigenvalue 
the initial model parameters are deemed to be too far 
from the solution. Practical values for Marquardt’s 
multiplier/divisor constant seemed to be 2 or 3.
3.1.3 "k" as a function of AP.
In the previous methods discussed, the criterion 
for choosing the optimum k was based on achieving the 
maximum improvement in fit with each iteration. The 
Foster-Marquardt parameter k can thus be considered a 
function of the error in fit, D (or £ as in <7-3-11>)-
Two useful additional constraints can be imposed on 
a P by the parameter k being a function of not only D, 
but also of a P and the initial first guess-parameters,
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Figure 7, "k" as a function of D, ^P, and P .
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P' :
(a) At each iteration a weighted compromise is made 
between the improvement in fit and the cost in 
parameter change.
(b) A weighted compromise is made between the 
improvement in fit and the total deviation of the 
new parameters from the initial parameters.
Both of these constraints are particularly helpful 
when the data contain a high level of noise, and large 
parameter changes for a small improvement in fit is to 
be avoided. Hence, as much as possible of the 
geological data embedded in the "first guess" model is 
preserved at each iteration.
An easy means -of imposing the above two constraints 
is by selecting the optimum k on the basis of minimizing 
a function such as <7.3. 14> for constraint (a), and 
<7.3.15> for constraint (b) above, instead of simply 
<7.3.13> as for the ridge regression method. The effect 
of choosing k to minimize T(a) ■ or T(t) , <7.3. 14> and 
<7.3.15>, is that the optimum k is increased to further 
attenuate the magnitude of AP.
In making a compromise between the improvement in 
fit (minimizing £ ) and the cost in parameter change a
number of points should be borne in mind:
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1. The error in fit is in milligals or gammas and the 
parameter change usually is a combination of 
distances and densities (or magnetisation). Hence 
we need to compare the milligals, densities, and 
meters on an equal footing.
2. The function should be such that with decreasing 
data noise the effect of the "compromise 
constraint” should also diminish; but how is the 
noise level in the data to be gauged?
3. As the parameter change decreases below a minimum 
threshold the error in fit should become rapidly 
dominant to ensure a fast convergence near the 
solut ion.
4. The individual parameters should be weighted 
according to their relative allowable change based 
on their degree of non-linearity, e.g. in the 2-D 
gravity examples 4.1 and 4.2 the movement of the 
partitions between the dykes is highly non-linear 
as compared to the depths to the top of the dykes, 
and should be more harshly damped than the depths.
An empirical function, T(e) , was tested which to 
some degree achieves all the above requirements except
2. for constraint (a) above while inverting to a 2-D 
gravity model as in example 4.2.
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3.1.4 Eigenvalue filters.
The methods described in sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and
3.1.3 stabilized the solution for AP by attenuating the 
magnitude of AP by damping the effect of the small
eigenvalues. It is thus not unrealistic to rewrite
<5.3.4> as <8.3.5> and to consider fiji as an "eigenvalue 
filter". The Foster-Marquardt method would thus be
equivalent to Jij. , and the truncation of eigenvalues to 
. Figures 9(a,b,c) show the effect of , fix, , and 
A  for increasing values of k.
Using the concept of "damping factors", (Jupp and 
Vozoff 1975), <8.3*5> can be rewritten as <8.3.7> where 
T(n) is a diagonal matrix of damping factors: t̂ n> as in
In )<8.3.8>. Normalizing the t^ with respect to k, a
"relative damping factor", R̂ n; is obtained <8.3. 10>. 
The curves in figure 9(d) demonstrate how R(ĵ  provides a 
tapered attenuation for n=1 which gradually changes to a 
truncation as n->oo.
The choice of filter was found to depend soley ,on 
the problem at hand. Most of the experimentation in
this study was done with "eigenvalue
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Figure 9b. Eigenvalue f i l t e r .
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Figure 9d. Eigenvalue damping factors.
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3.2 The initial model.
The constraints applied in section 3.1 to stabilize 
the inversion process all do so by attenuating the 
magnitude of a ? and hence simultaneously strive to keep 
the solution close to the initial model parameters.
Thus it is clear that the largest portion of our
geological knowledge is transmitted to the inversion 
system through our choice of;
(a) the model that is to represent the geological
setting ,
(b) fixed and variable parameters used to define the 
model, and
(c) the initial values assigned to the parameters. 
Sufficient geological knowledge is usually at hand to 
enable a basic model to be constructed that is both 
realistic and can be represented mathematically. Based 
on "what is known” and "what is sought" a set of fixed 
and variable parameters and initial values are selected.
It is the choice of these fixed and variable 
parameters that determine whether the inversion will be 
feasible or not. In selecting the set of variable 
parameters the following four points should be borne in 
mind:
1. A finite change in each of the parameters must
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produce a sufficiently large change in the 
calculated values to assure valid relative 
numerical derivatives in the A-matrix.
2. The minimum number of variable parameters that will 
solve the problem should be sought.
3. If possible the variable parameters should have no 
sympathetic interdependence.
4. Combinations of nearly linear and highly non-linear 
parameters should be avoided if possible.
Three examples of models and possible choices of 
variable and fixed parameters are given in Figure 10.
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An interactive FORTRAN program, INV2D, was written both 
to implement the forgoing theory and also to gain some 
experience with the automatic inversion of two-dimensional 
gravity data. Talwani’s (1959) 2-D gravity algorithm is
used as the forward solution.
All processing was done on the C.S.M. Digital 
Equipment Corp. model PDP10 computer using a KA processer 
and FORTRAN 10 compiler.
Four examples are presented: Three synthetic and one
with real data. The numerical derivatives are calculated by 
adding a 10% parameter change, subtracting the unchanged 




The model used is a small basement valley represented
by two fixed end blocks and three free dykes, Figure 11(a).
The depths to the top of the dykes and the position of the 
partitions between them are the ’’free parameters” . The end 
blocks and all the densities are "fixed" parameters.
The "true model", bottom Figure 11(a), is used to
generate a synthetic data set of 20 "observations" at an
interval of 0.5 kilometres starting at x = -2.5 kilometres. 
The "true model" is then altered to simulate the "initial 
model" as in mid Figure 11(a), and the program INV2D left to 
automatically iterate back to the known "true model".
Figure 11(b) is a plot of the rms error, £ , and the
change in for each iteration.
The interactive input/output from a hardcopy terminal 
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Figure 11(b). Example 4.1. Error in fit and rms parameter
change vs number of iterations.
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Ex ample 4.2.
The "true model" is again that of example 4.1, but with 
the observed data now contaminated with approx. 0.33 mgal 
random noise, obtained by reversing the two decimal places 
such that 166.78 becomes 166.87 etc. This "error in data" 
is plotted in figure 12(a).
Presented with the "observed data" in figure 12(a) it 
would be impossible to know the positions of the edges of 
the fixed end blocks. Hence a reasonable "initial model" 
would be that shown in figure 12(a). The "depths to the 
top" of the dykes and the position of the partitions between 
the dykes again form the variable parameters, and the end 
blocks and densities form the fixed parameters.
From figure 12(b) it can be seen that after the second 
iteration the rms error between the "calculated" and 
"observed" does not improve significantly with each 
iteration. The rms error after 6 iterations was still 0.501 
mga 1.
The final model obtained and the error in fit at each 
observation point is plotted in figure 12(a). This example 
is not as successful an automatic inversion as example 4.1. 
However, the positioning of the valley edges are 
approximately correct.
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Figure 12(c) gives some insight into the effect of the 
Foster-Marquardt k on the rms error in fit for the first 
iteration, plotted here as "SDM".The "k"-axis is also marked 
off on the eigenvalue set.
A few points are worth noting:
(a) The x-components, RXM, and z-components, RMZ of AP 
decrease with increasing k, hence the magnitude of AP 
decreases with increasing k.
(b) The rms error in fit, SDM ("ridge trace") is a
smoothe continuous curve with a minima.
(c) The eigenvalues roughly separate into two groups; 
those too small and those that are acceptable.
(d) The minimum of SDM and hence the optimum k is
between these two groups of eigenvalues.
Figure 12(d) is a plot of the k and a P values for the
4 iterations. Note the effect on AP of choosing k too
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The example shown at iterations 2,4, and finally 6 in 
figures 13(a) and 13(b) is again a basement valley, but this 
time represented by a single two dimensional polygonal body 
with a negative density of -250.0 kg/m . Thus the low 
density body represents sediment fill and the surrounding 
country rock is assumed to be basement.
The two surface vertices are fixed and the vertical 
movement of the remainder of the vertices form the free 
parameters. As can be seen from the "rms error" vs 
iterations plot at the bottom of figure 13(b) this is a 
simple model to invert. Again the value of k at each 
iteration remained zero.
Although more complex in appearance than examples 4.1 
and 4.2, this type of model is relatively easy to invert in 
that there is only one type of free parameter whereas in 
examples 4.1 and 4.2 the horizontal freedom of the dyke 
partitions are "more non-linear" than the parameter "depth 
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The data for this example was taken from profile D-D1 
of the South Park gravity survey by D.D. Snyder (1968). A 
model similar to that for example 4.3 was used with the 
addition that a basement overthrust was included in the 
initial model at the right end of the body. It is assumed 
that this overthrust could be inferred from surface geology.
After 3 iterations an error in fit of 0.708 mgal was 
obtained. This however could not be improved with an 
increase in the number of iterations. The basic model is at 
fault, and this at the overthrust part.
The final model is plotted in Figure 14(a) together 
with the observed and calculated values, and Figure 14(b) 
shows the rms error vs iteration.
A major dilemma in the automatic interpretation of 
"real world” gravity and most magnetic data is the total 
lack of information regarding the background level (DC 
level). In this example the background level can be 
approximated to zero at the far right where the observations 
extend for approx. 4 miles over the basement.
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Figure 14(b) Example 4.4 rms error vs iteration
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A considerable amount of experience into the realms of
automatic potential-field data interpretation was gained and
can be summarized as follows:
1. A stable and unique inversion of 2-D gravity data
can be achieved in 3 to 5 iterations with a good choice
of the initial model and the Foster-Marquardt parameter 
k .
2. The maximum stable improvement is achieved at each
iteration through application of a near optimum ridge
par ameter.
3. An efficient search for the "optimum ridge 
parameter" can be achieved by selecting the initial
value within the range of eigenvalues and slightly 
greater than the expected optimum k by studying the AP* 
values.
4. By making the k a function of both the error in
fit, and the parameter change, the constraint that a 
weighted compromise be made between the improvement in
fit and the cost in parameter change is possible.
5. A good choice of the variable parameters is a 
necessity so that the magnitude of the "parameter 
sensitivity vectors" are are of the same order of
magnitude as seen from the diagonal of the
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A-transpose-A matrix.
At the outset of this project it was hoped that a 
practical means of imposing geological constraints 
would be found. Of particular interest is the problem 
of ”min/max” type constraints such as the requirement 
that the thickness of the body, density, or depth below 
surface be within a defined range. This problem 
remains unsolved and only in construction of the 
initial model and model parameters is any of our 
geological knowledge transmitted to the inversion 
system .
A possible avenue of investigation is through the 
use of Lagrange multipliers (appendix C) and functions 
which are theoretically continuous and smooth but for 
all practical purposes simulate a step function.
The most serious short coming still remains the 
lack of information regarding the background (or D-C) 
level. The most obvoius solution is to use the first 
horizontal derivative instead of the actual data for 
curve matching. Unfortunately this is only feasible 
for closely spaced data with a low noise level, as the 
noise level is considerably increased in obtaining the 
numerical horizontal derivatives. However, it is 
perhaps better to live with the noise problem than to
-2042
have no idea at all as regards the D-C level. The 
experience gained with the 2-D gravity in this study is 
also applicable to 2-D magnetic problems.
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APPENDIX A
The 2-D Gray ity Inversion Program
A 1 . GENERAL - an
A2. INV2D - mai
A3. ITR2D - inv
A4. GRAV2 - 2 - D
A5. PRMRD - par
OBSRD





The 2D gravity inversion program INV2D 
Introduction:
This program system was designed almost entirely as 
experimental apparatus and hence the emphasis has not been 
on the development of a general 2-D gravity inversion 
package but rather a modular structure in which the 
different operations are separated either as subroutines and 
functions or clearly segregated sections within programs. 
Implementing new ideas, and printout of intermediate results 
are thus easily and quickly accomplished.
The system resides in five files and consists of a main 
line, nine subroutines, and a function:
File Programs Comments
INV2D.F4 INV2D Main line
ITR2D.F4 ITR2D Basic decomposition and
inversion routine.
GRAV2.F4 GRAV2 Talwani’s 2-D gravity
alogrithm
BASI0.F4 PRMRD "First guess" model




OBSRD Observed data input routine.




MTXMPY Multiplies two matrices
TRNSP Transposes any matrix
PRNTM Prints out any matrix
DOTPD A function to generate the
"dot-product” of two
vectors.
Each of these programs are listed and dealt with 
individually. In addition, INV2D is divided into numbered 
sections and branches to easily relate the program 
operations to the text, theory, and general flow chart.
To illustrate the operation of the interactive 2-D 
gravity inversion program INV2D, the input/output from a 
hard copy terminal for example 4.1 is included on pages 60 
to 67. With the aid of Figures 11(a) and 11(b) this 
printout should be virtually self explanatory. Additional 
information such as the eigenvalues, a P and aP* elements, 
and other intermediate results are output to a disk file as 



































































325^ i s  present^v CMTRX to becomi 
^  OMTRX
YES Copy CMTRX 
to OMTRX & 
store on 
disk
NO {f o r i 3.DAT
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PARMS to x-y-z 
coords (XYZPJ)




2-D GRAVITY INVERSION PROGRAM FOR BASEMENT TOPOGRAPHY
ARE NEW OBSERVATIONS TO BE ENTERED? YES
ENTER XMIN XING NOBS 
XMIN = -2♦5 
XING = 0*5 
NOBS = 20
DATA? REAL OR DUMMY? tDUMMY
ARE PARMS TO BE ENTERED OR CHANGED? YES
IS THIS.A NEW PARAMETER SET OR A SELECT CHANGE?
ENTER "NEW* OR B SELECT“ t NEW
1. DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF BASEMENT = 10*0
2♦ X-COORDS OF BASEMENT VALLEY EDGES
LEFT EDGE = 0*0 
RITE EDGE = 4*5
3♦ DEPTH OF LEFT AND RIGHT BLOCKS
LEFT BLOCK DEPTH = 0 * 2  
RITE BLOCK DEPTH = 0*3
4♦ DENSITY OF LEFT AND RIGHT BLOCKS
LEFT BLOCK RHO♦ = 400,0 
RITE BLOCK RHO♦ = 400,0
5, NO: OF DYKES TO REPRESENT VALLEY = 3













USE OLD AMTRX? I NO
ITERATION O: 0
RMS ERROR = 73.678MGAL
DATA PRINTOUT? t NO 
PARAMETER PRINTOUT? t NO 
COPY CALC TO OBS? : YES
ARE PARMS TO BE ENTERED OR CHANGED? YES
IS THIS A NEW PARAMETER SET OR A SELECT CHANGE?
ENTER "NEW" OR "SELECT" X SELECT
ENTER PARM. NO I THAT IS TO BE CHANGED ? AND "--I" TO EXIT 
PARM♦ NO X 6
6 . ESTIMATES OF DEPTHS TO DYKES y ENTER ONE VALUE PER LINE








PARM. n o : -1 
USE OLD AMTRX? : NO
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ITERATION O: 0
RMS ERROR = 11.227MGAL
DATA PRINTOUT? J YES
STN X-COORD OBSERVED CALCULATED DIFFERENCE
1 -2 *5 166.78 170.82 -4.04
n — 2 ♦ 0 168,32 172.97 -4,66
3 -1*5 170,05 175,53 -5,48
4 -1*0 171,98 178,64 -6.67
5 -0 ♦ 5 173.86 182,54 -8.68
6 0*0 174.61 187.27 -12.67
7 0,5 175.49 .192,76 -17.27
8 .1. ♦ 0 .1.77,87 199.06 -21 , .1.9
9 1 ,5 180,90 203,48 -22,58
10 2,0 184,45 203,21 -18,76
11 2,5 185.67 198.21 -12.54
12 3,0 181,84 191,70 -9,86
13 3,5 176,25 186,76 -10,51
14 4,0 172.51 182.58 -10,08
15 4,5 171.16 178,57 -7 . 4 :L
16 5,0 170.49 174.96 -4,47
17 5 ♦ 5 168,99 172.08 -3,09
18 6,0 167,33 169.73 -2.40
19 6,5 165,75 167,74 -1 , 99
20 7,0 164.32 166,03 -1 ,72
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PARAMETER PRINTOUT? J YES
BODY VERT X-COORD Z-COORD DENSITY
■45, 00 
0*00 



























































COPY CALC TO OBS? t NO
model change::? : no 
no: of iterations? : 10
FIT AT WHICH TO QUIT J ♦0.1. 
USE OLD AMTRX? I NO
ITERATION 1 : 6
RMS ERROR = 1♦675MGAL
OLD AMTRX? : NO
ITERATION 2 ♦ ^2
RMS ERROR = 0♦620MGAL
OLD AMTRX? : NO
ITERATION 3: 1.S
RMS ERROR = 0* 1.2SMGAL
OLD AMTRX? : NO
ITERATION 4: 23
RMS ERROR = 0 * 023MGAL
OLD AMTRX? : NO
ITERATION s: 20
RMS ERROR = 0♦007MGAL
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DATA PRINTOUT? J YES
STN X-COORD OBSERVED CALCULATED DIFFERENCE
1 -2*5 166.78 166.78 0,00
n -2 ♦ 0 168.32 168,31 0.00
3 -1 *5 170.05 170.05 0 ,00
4 -1,0 171.98 171.98 0.00
5 -0,5 173.86 173.86 -0 .00
6 0,0 174.61 174.61 -0,00
7 0,5 175.49 175.49 -0,00
& 1 ,0 177.87 177.87 -0,00
9 1,5 180.90 180,90 0.00
10 2,0 184.45 184.45 0,00
11 2,5 185.67 185.66 0.01
12 3.0 181.84 181.84 0.00
13 3.5 176.25 176.26 -0.01
14 4.0 172.51 172,52 -0 ,02
15 4.5 171.16 .1. 71.17 -0,01
16 5.0 170.49 170.50 -0.01
17 5.5 168.9? 169,00 -0 ♦ 0.1.
18 6.0 167.33 167,33 -0 . 00
19 6.5 165,75 165,75 -0,00
20 7.0 164,32 164,32 -0 ,00
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PARAMETER PRINTOUT? YES









































































COPY CALC TO OBS? : NO 
MODEL CHANGE? J NO
n o : of i t e r a t i o n s ? :
END OF EXECUTION



































* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
MAINLINE FOR INTERACTIVE 2-D GRAVITY INVERSION 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *





FILES USED : FOR 11.DAT = MODEL PARM. DATA
: FOR 13.DAT = OBSERVED DATA
MAX. NO: OF OBSERVATIONS = 100
MAX. NO: OF BODIES = 15
MAX. NO: OF VERT/BODY = 10
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* 1#o*****
DIMENSION X(15 ) ,Z(15),AMTRX(5000),NI(15),RHO(15)






JTTY = 4 
IPRNT = 4 
KFILE = 12 
JFILE = 11 
IFILE = 13 
DELTA = 0 . 1 
NIB =4
WRITE(4, 1005 )
1005 FORMAT(1H ,//,8X,’2-D GRAVITY INVERSION PROGRAM FOR 
1 BASEMENT TOPOGRAPHY» ,/,7X,55('-’),//)
# 1 ***** ENTER OBSERVED DATA IF NECESSARY *****
WRITE(4,1007)
1007 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X, 1 ARE NEW OBSERVATIONS TO BE ENTERED? ',$) 
READ(4,1015)ASW1 
1015 FORMAT(A2)
















* 1.2***** ENTER PARAMETERS IF NECESSARY *****
325 WRITE(ITTY,1014)
1014 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,'ARE PARMS TO BE ENTERED OR CHANGED? ’,$) 
READ(4, 1015 )ASW2 
IF (ASW2-AYES) 223,226,223 
226 CALL PRMRD
*<1.3#**** read IN OBS. DATA FROM ” IF ILEfT *****
CONTINUE
OPEN(UNIT = 13,ACCESS='SEQIN ' )
22 3 READ(IFILE,100 6 )XMIN,XINC,NOBS 
1006 FORMAT(3G)
DO 221 IG = 1 ,NOBS
READ(IFILE,1000)OMTRX(IG)
221 CONTINUE













*2.0***** CONVERT MODEL PARMS TO X-Y-Z COORDS *****
NBODY =NDIKE +2 
RHO(1 ) = RHOL 
RHO(NBODY ) = RRHO 
Z B (1 , 1 ) = Z LFT 
ZB(1,2)=ZLFT 
ZB(NB0DY, 1 ) = Z RHT 
ZB(NBODY,2)=ZRHT 
DO 303 KN = 1,NBODY 
ZB(KN,3)=BSBOT 
ZB(KN,4 ) = BSBOT
303 CONTINUE
DO 304 KM =2,NBODY-1 
ZB(KM,1)=ZD(KM-1)
ZB(KM,2) = ZD(KM-1 )
RHO(KM)=RHOD(KM-1 )
304 CONTINUE
XB(1 ,1 ) = -10.0*(XVLIM-XVNUL )















XB(NBODY, 1 ) = XVLIM 
XB(NBODY,4)=XVLIM 
XB(NBODY-1 ,1 ) = XVLIM 
XB(NBODY-1 ,4 ) = XVLIM 
XB(2,1)=XVNUL 
XB(2,4)rXVNUL 
DO 302 KL=2,NBODY-1 
SWDIK=0.0 
DO 305 KJ = 1,KL-1 
SWDIK=WDIKE(KJ)+SWDIK 
305 CONTINUE
XB(KL,2 ) = XVNUL+SWDIK 
XB(KL,3)=XB(KL,2)
XB(KL + 1 , 1 ) = XB(KL,2)






*3 >0***#* CALCULATE THE "CMTRX" *****
. . . ZERO CMTRX . . .
DO 801 1=1,NOBS 
CMTRX(I) = 0. 0
801 CONTINUE
... START NBODY DO-LOOP ...
DO 802 NB=1,NBODY 
RHOB =RHO(NB)
DO 803 1=1,NIB
X(I ) = XB(NB,I)-XMIN +XINC
Z(I ) = ZB(N B ,I)
803 CONTINUE
... START NOBS DO-LOOP ...
DO 804 NOB = 1,NOBS 
DO 805 1=1,NIB 






... END OF NBODY & NOBS DO-LOOPS ...
*3 . -I**#*# CALC DMTRX AND THE RMS ERROR ***** 
SE =0 . 0
DO 820 1=1,NOBS

















CALCULATE THE "AMTRX" *****
MPARM=NDIKE*2-1 
MPN0=MPARM*N0BS
... ZERO THE AMTRX ...
DO 806 1=1,MPNO 
AMTRXCI)=0.0
806 CONTINUE
*4. 1 * * * * *
WRITE(ITTY,756)
756 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,'USE OLD AMTRX? : ’,$)
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW18 
IF (ASW18 .EQ. AYES) GO TO 751
*4.2***** "Z" VARIABLES *****
NA =0
DO 808 IA = 1 ,NDIKE 
NA = (IA-1 ) *N0BS 
IB =1A +1
... COPY ZB & XB TO ZA & XA ...
DO 807 11=1,NBODY 
DO 807 12=1,NIB 
XA(I 1 ,12) = XB(11,12)
ZA(I 1,12 ) = ZB(I 1,12)
807 CONTINUE
DZ =ZA(IB, 1 ) *DELTA 
ZA(IB, 1 ) = ZA(IB, 1)+DZ 
ZA(IB,2 ) = ZA(IB, 1 )
. . . START NBODY DO-LOOP . . .




Z(I ) = ZA(NB,I)
813 CONTINUE
C
C... START NOBS DO-LOOP ...
DO 814 NOB = 1,NOBS 
NNB =NA +N0B 
DO 815 1=1,NIB 


























hX i. VARIABLES *****
MDIKE =NDIKE-1 
DO 831 J 3=1,MDIKE 
NA=N0BS*NDIKE+(J3-1 )*N0BS 
DO 832 J1=1,NBODY 





JA = J 3+2
DX=(XA(JA,2)-XA(JB, 1 ))*0.5*DELTA 




... NBODY DO-LOOP ...






... START NOBS DO-LOOP ...
DO 824 NOB = 1 ,NOBS 
NNB=NA+NOB 
DO 825 1=1,NIB 


























GO TO 753 
*4.5* # * * *
754 CONTINUE
OPEN(UNIT=KFILE,ACCESS='SEQOUT 1 )





*4.6***** PRINTOUT OF "A", " AT A” , &"AAT" ***** 
WRITE(ITTY,1101)
1101 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,’PRNT A? .
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW110




1102 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,'PRNT ATA? : ’,$) 
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW111
IF (ASW111 .EQ. AYES) GO TO 847 
GO TO 848
847 CALL MTXMPY(AMTRX,AT,WK,MPARM,NOBS,MPARM) 
CALL PRNTM(WK,MPARM,MPARM)
848 WRITEdTTY, 1103)
1103 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,’PRNT AAT? : ’,$) 
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW112
IF (ASW112 .EQ. AYES) GO TO 849 
GO TO 850
849 CALL MTXMPY(AT,AMTRX,WK,NOBS,MPARM,NOBS) 
CALL PRNTM(WK,NOBS,NOBS)
850 CONTINUE
print OUT OF DATA SETS ***** 
WRITEdTTY, 101 3)JTRTN, ITRTN 
1013 FORMAT(1H ,/ / ,6X, 'ITERATION ' ,13, ? J T,13 
1,/,6X,17(’- ’))
WRITEdTTY, 2001 )RMSE 
2001 FORMAT(1H ,/,6X,'RMS ERROR r ’,F7.3,’MGAL' 
IF (RMSE .LT. FIT) GO TO 238 




1020 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,'DATA PRINTOUT? : ',$)
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW6
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IF (ASW6-AYES) 113,133,113 
133 CONTINUE
WRITE(4,1003)
1003 F ORMAT(1H ,//,6X, ’STN f , 5X ,’X-COORD’, 5X , * OBSERVED’ ,5X,
1’ CALCULATED’,5X,1 DIFFERENCE ’ , / , 6X , 3 ( 1 - ’) , 5X , 7 ( ’ - ' ) , 5X , 8 ( ’ - ’ ) 
25X, 10 (* - *) ,5X, 10(’- ’),/)
DO 113 N = 1,NOBS 
POS=XMIN+XINC*(N — 1 )
WRITE (4,2000 )N , POS,OMTRX(N),CMTRX(N),DMTRX(N)




C*5 #2***** PRINT OUT OF PARAM. SET *****
C
WRITEdTTY, 1025)
1025 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,’PARAMETER PRINTOUT? : ’,$)
READ(ITTY, 1015)ASW9 
IF (ASW9-AYES) 114,715,114 
715 CONTINUE
WRITE(4,1010)
1010 FORMAT(1H , / , 1 OX, ’BODY' ,5X,’VERT1 ,5X , 'X-COORD’ , 5X,’Z-COORD’
1 ,5X , ’DENSITY’ , / , 1 OX,4(’- ’ ) , 5X,4(’- ’ ),5X,7(f- ’),5X,7(T-')
2 5X 7 ( ’ - ' ) )




WRITE(4, 1 009 )NKB,JK,XB(NKB,JK),ZB(NKB,JK),RHO(NKB )
1009 FORMAT (1H ,10X,I2,7X,I2,5X,F8.2,4X,F8.2,4X,F8.0)
114 CONTINUE
C
C*6 . 1 *****
WRITE(4,1016)
1016 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,'C0PY CALC TO OBS?-: ’,$)
READ(4,1015)ASW 4 
IF (ASW 4-AYES) 227,225,227 
225 CONTINUE
OPEN (UNIT = 13,ACCESS= ’SEQOUT’)
WRITE(IFILE, 100 6 )XMIN,XINC,NOBS














C*6.3* * * * *
T—2042
WRITE(ITTY,1011)
1011 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,'N0: OF ITERATIONS? : ’,$)
READ(ITTY,1000)ITRR 
IF (ITRR ) 909,909,783 
783 ITR=ITR+ITRR
WRITEdTTY, 1111)





c*7 .o***** START OF ITERATION CYCLE *****
C
JSWCH=1 




T 1 = 1.0E+20 
T 2=T 1 
T 3=T 1 
C 2 = 0.0 
C3=0 . 0 
LC =0 
KSWCH=1 





IF (KSWCH .EQ. 10) GO TO 322 
DO 741 JC=1,5 




WRITE(JTTY, 1113 ) JTRTN, ITRTN 





IF (KC .EQ. 1) GO TO 743 
GO TO 744
743 CMAX =C1





C GO TO 11
WRITEdTTY,5503)
5503 FORMAT(1H ,//, 17X , * NO: 1 , 9X,»DELTP ' , / , 17X,3(’- ’), 
1,5('-'),/)
















5505 FORMAT(1H ,15X,13,5X,G )
11 CONTINUE 
GO TO 84 1 
JSWCH=JSWCH+1
IF CJSWCH .EQ. 2) GO TO 913 
841 CONTINUE
*7 .3***** S(JM THE SQUARED DELTP FOR RMSP ***** 
SPX=0 . 0 
SPZ=0 . 0
DO 911 NK=1,NDIKE
SPZ = SPZ +DELT P(NK)*DELTP(NK)
911 CONTINUE








*7.4***** SEPARATE THE DEPTH AND WIDTH DELTP *****
DO 902 I 1 = 1 ,NBODY 
DO 902 12=1,NIB 
XD (I 1 ,12) = XB(11,12)
ZE (I 1,I2) = ZB(I1,12)
902 CONTINUE
DO 115 KX=1,NDIKE 
KX1=KX+1 
DO 116 KY = 1 ,2 
KY2=KY +2
ZE (KX1 ,KY) = ZB(KX1 ,KY)+DELTP(KX)
116 CONTINUE 
115 CONTINUE
DO 117 KK=1,NDIKE-1 
K 3=KK +2 
K 2=KK +1 
KDP=NDIKE+KK
XD(K2,2) = XD(K2,2)+DELTP(KDP )
XD(K2,3) = XD(K2,2)
XD (K3, 1 ) = XD(K2,2)
XD(K3,4)=XD(K2,2)
117 CONTINUE
7 .5***** START OF INTERMEDIATE DMTRX CYCLE *****
** START OF NOBS DO-LOOP 
SDS=0.0





















. .. START OF NBODY DO-LOOP ...
DO 702 NB = 1,NBODY 
RHOB =RH0(NB)
DO 700 1=1,NIB 
X (I ) = XD(NB,I )
Z (I ) = ZE (NB,I )





... END OF NBODY DO-LOOP ...
SDS =(OMTR X(N0B)-ZSUM)**2+SDS
703 CONTINUE




1021 FORMAT(1H ,/,5X,TSDM = T ,F 10.3)
WRITECJTTY,1019)RMX,RMZ 
1019 F0RMATC1H ,4X,»RMX = ’ , F 10.3,5X, 'RMZ = ’,F10.
CONCOCTINTING A MINIMIZING FUNCTION *****
RMSP=(RMX*0.33+RMZ*0.67)/.5 









WRITEdTTY, 1 02 3 )TI KH
1023 FORMAT (1 H ,4X,’TIKH = ’,F10. 3 )
#7.7####*
WRITEdTTY, 1022 )CK 
1022 FORMAT(1H ,4X,*"CK" = * , 1 PE 13.4)
WRITEdTTY, 1024) CM IN , CM AX , CINC
1024 FORMAT(1H ,4X, ’CM IN,CMAX,CINC = *,3(1 PE 13.4))
*7.8*****
GO TO 842
IF (KSWCH .EQ. 10) GO TO 722
TABS=ABS(T 2-T1)







IF (T2 .LT. T 1 ) GO TO 742 
C 3 = C2 
C 2 = C 1 
T 3=T 2 
T 2=T 1
741 CONTINUE 





IF (LC .EQ. 2) GO TO 732 
T 1 = 1 . E 10 
T 2=T 1 
T 3=T 1 
CMAX=C 3 
CMIN=C1 
GO TO 745 
732 CONTINUE 






843 FORMAT(1H ,4X,*CK = ',$) 
READQTTY, 1000)C1




DO 714 JB = 1,NBODY 
DO 714 JV=1,NIB 
XB(J B ,JV) = X D (JB,JV )
ZB(JB,JV) = ZE(JB,JV )
714 CONTINUE
JTRTN=JTRTN+1 







£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C MAINLINE FOR INTERACTIVE 2-D GRAVITY INVERSION
C










C MAX. NO: OF
C MAX. NO: OF
C MAX. NO: OF
C
C * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *c
C*1.0*****c




4,A T(2500 ),W K (2500 ) ,XL(30)
DATA AYES/’YE '/
ITTY=4 
JTTY = 4 
IPRNT = 4 
KFILE = 12 
JFILE =2 
IFILE = 1 
DELTA = 0 . 1 







1005 FORMAT(1H ,//,8X,’2-D GRAVITY INVERSION PROGRAM FOR 
1 BASEMENT TOPOGRAPHY 1 ,/, 7X,55(1- ’),//)
C
C
C*1.1 ***** ENTER OBSERVED DATA IF NECESSARY *****
C
WRITE(4,1007)
CALLED: 1 . ) DATIN




: FOR 11 .DAT




















1007 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,»ARE NEW OBSERVATIONS TO BE ENTERED? ’,$) 
READ(4,1015)A SW1 
1015 FORMAT(A2)
IF (ASW1-AYES) 325,224,325 
224 CONTINUE 
CALL DATIN
ENTER PARAMETERS IF NECESSARY *****
325 WRITEdTTY, 1014)
1014 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,’ARE PARMS TO BE ENTERED OR CHANGED? ’,$) 
READ(4,1015)ASW 2 
IF (ASW 2-AYES) 223,226,223 
226 CONTINUE 
CALL BASIN








* 1.4***** REad MODEL PARMS FROM "JFILE" *****
OPEN(UNIT=JFILE,ACCESS= 'SEQIN ’ )
READ(JFILE,1001)NIB,RHO 
DO 301 NV=1,NIB
READ(JFILE, 1001 )XB(N B ,NV),ZB(N B ,NV)
301 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UN IT=JFILE,ACCESS='SEQIN 1 )
302 CONTINUE 
ITRTN =0 
JTRTN = 0 
IT R =0 
222 CONTINUE
*3. 0***** CALCULATE THE ’’CMTRX" *****
. . . ZERO CMTRX . . .
DO 801 1=1,NOBS 
CMTRX(I ) = 0 . 0 
801 CONTINUE
... START NBODY DO-LOOP ...
NB = 1
RHOB=RHO 
DO 803 1=1,NIB 
X(I)=XB(NB,I)-XMIN+XINC 
Z(I)=ZB(NB,I)





















... START NOBS DO-LOOP ...
DO 804 N0B=1,NOBS 
DO 805 1=1,NIB 






... END OF NBODY & NOBS D0-L00PS ...
*3 . !**#** CALC DMTRX AND THE RMS ERROR ***** 
SE =0 . 0
DO 820 1=1,NOBS
DMTRX(I) = OMTR X (I )-CMTRX(I)




*4 .0***** CALCULATE THE "AMTRX" *****
MPARM=NIB-2 
MPNO=MPARM*NOBS
... ZERO THE AMTRX ...
DO 806 1=1,MPNO 
AMTRX(I ) = 0.0
806 CONTINUE
*4 . 1 * # * * *
WRITEdTTY,756)
756 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,'USE OLD AMTRX? : ',$)
READ(ITTY, 1015)ASW18 
IF (ASW18 .EQ. AYES) GO TO 751
*4.2***** "Z" VARIABLES *****
NA =0
DO 808 NV = 1,NIB-2 
NA=NOBS*(NV-1)
IB =N V +1
... COPY ZB & XB TO ZA & XA ...
11 = 1
DO 807 12=1,NIB 
XA(11,12)=XB(11,12)
ZA(I 1,12) = ZB(11,12)
























WRITEdTTY, 3002)ZA(NB, IB) ,DZ , NB




X(I ) = XA(NB, D-XMIN+XINC
Z(I ) = ZA(NB,I)
813 'CONTINUE
... START NOBS DO-LOOP ...
DO 814 NOB = 1,NOBS 
NNB=NA+N0B 
DO 815 1=1,NIB 















OPEN(UNIT=KFILE,ACCESS= ’SEQIN ’ )
DO 752 KMN=1,MPNO 
READ(KFILE,1000)AT(KMN)
752 CONTINUE










PRINTOUT OF "A” , "ATA" , & 11AAT" 
WRITEdTTY, 1101 )








1101 FORMAT (1H ,/,2X,'PRNT A? : ',$)
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW110




1102 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,’PRNT ATA? : ’,$) 
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW111
IF (ASW111 .EQ. AYES) GO TO 847 
GO TO 848
847 CALL MTXMPY(AMTRX,AT,WK,MPARM,NOBS,MPARM) 
CALL PRNTD(WK,MPARM)
848 WRITEdTTY, 1103)
1103 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,’PRNT AAT? : ’,$) 
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW112
IF (ASW112 .EQ. AYES) GO TO 849 
GO TO 850
849 CALL MTXMPY(AT,AMTRX,WK,NOBS,MPARM,NOBS) 
CALL PRNTD(WK,NOBS)
850 CONTINUE
#5 .!*#*** print OUT OF DATA SETS *****
WRITEdTTY, 1013)JTRTN, ITRTN 
1013 FORMAT(1H ,//, 6X , 1 ITERATION *,13, 1: * f13 
1 ,/,6X, 17 d - d )
WRITEdTTY,2001 )RMSE 
2001 FORMAT(1H ,/,6X , fRMS ERROR = ’,F7.3, 1MGAL ’ )
IF (RMSE .LT. FIT) GO TO 238 
IF (JTRTN .LT. ITR) GO TO 782 
238 CONTINUE
WRITEdTTY, 1020)
1020 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,’DATA PRINTOUT? : *,$)
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW6 
IF (ASW 6-AYES) 113,133,113 
133 CONTINUE
WRITE(4,1003)
100 3 FORMAT(1H , // ,6X ,’STNf,5X, 'X-COORD » , 5X , ’OBSERVED’,5X,
1 ’CALCULATED',5X, ’DIFFERENCE’,/,6X ,3('-’) ,5X,7(’- ’) ,5X,8 (’- ’), 
25X , 10 (’ - ’ ) ,5X, 1 0 ( ’ - ’ ) ,/)





*5.2***** PRINT OUT OF PARAM . SET *****
WRITEdTTY, 1-025)
1025 FORMAT(1H ,/, 2X,’PARAMETER PRINTOUT? : ’,$)
READ(ITTY,1015)ASW9 












WRITE (4, 1010 )
1010 FORMAT(1H ,/ , 1 OX, T BODY 1 ,5X, ’VERT ’ , 5X, 'X-C00RD ' , 5X, ’Z-COORD’ 
1,5X,’DENSITY’,/,10X,4(’- ’),5X,4(’- ’ ),5X,7(’- ’ ) , 5X,7(’- ’)
2 5X 7 ( ’ - ’ ))









1016 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,'C0PY CALC TO OBS? : ’,$)
REA D (4 ,1015)ASW 4 

















WRITEdTTY, 101 1 )
1011 FORMAT(1H ,/,2X,’N0: OF ITERATIONS? : ’,$)
READ(ITTY,1000)ITRR
IF (ITRR ) 909,909,783 
783 ITR=ITR+ITRR 
782 CONTINUE
*7.0***** START OF ITERATION CYCLE *****































5505 FORMAT(1H ,15X,13,5X,G )
11 CONTINUE
*7 .3#**** SUM THe SQUARED DELTP FOR RMSP *****
SPZ=0 . 0





*7 .4***** MODIFY THE DEPTH FROM DELTP *****
11 = 1
DO 902 12=1,NIB 




DO 116 NV=1,NIB-2 
NV1=NV+1
ZE (NB,NV1 ) = ZB(NB,NV1 )+DELTP(NV)
IF (ZE (NB,NV1 ) .LT. 0.01) ZE(NB,NV1) = 0 .01 
116 CONTINUE 
115 CONTINUE
#7 .5*#*** START OF INTERMEDIATE DMTRX CYCLE *****
*** START OF NOBS DO-LOOP 
SDS =0.0
DO 703 NOB = 1,NOBS 
Z SUM =0 . 0
XP0S=XMIN+XINC*(N0B-1)
... START OF NBODY DO-LOOP ...
NB = 1
RHOB =RHO 
DO 700 1=1,NIB 
X (I ) = XD(NB,I)









C... END OF NBODY DO-LOOP ...
SDS=(OMTRX(NOB)-ZSUM)**2+SDS
703 CONTINUE





1021 F ORMAT(1H ,/,5X,'SDM = ’,F10.3)
WRITE(JTTY,1019)RMZ
1019 F0RMAT(1H ,4X,’RMZ = * ,F 10.3)
C
C
C#7.6***** CONCOCTINTING A MINIMIZING FUNCTION 
C
RMSP=RMZ
IF (RMSP .LT. 0.1) GO TO 963 
RMSPS=RMSP*RMSP








1023 FORMAT(1H ,4X,’TIKH = ’,F10.3)
C
r *  7 7 # # # # #
S XL =0 . 0





1022 FORMAT(1H ,4X,’"CK" = 1 , 1 PE 1 3.4,5X, fCKN 
1 ,5X, 1 TRACE = ’ , 1PE13.4)
C
WRITEdTTY, 1024)
1024 FORMAT(1H ,2X,’CK = *,$)
READ(ITTY,1000)C1





DO 714 JV=1,NIB 
ZB(JB,JV)=ZE(JB,JV)
#** ##













c SUBROUTINE ITR2D *
r
SUBROUTINE ITR2D(NOBS,MPRMS,AMTRX,DMTRX,DELTP,CK,RAMDA
c THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE DELTA P VECTORc INPUT IS:c NOBS - NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONSc MPRMS - NUMBER OF VARIABLE PARAMETERSc AMTRX - THE ’’A”-MATRIX OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVEScc DMTRX - DIFFERENCE MATRIX = OBS-CALC
c OUTPUT IS:c DELTP - PARM. IMPROVEMENTc CK - THE ’’FOSTER K”





3,PPSTR(100),VTV(500),UTU(500) , U(5 00 )
DATA AYES/'YE ’/
IPRNT =15 
ITTY = 4 
I 1 = 1
C




GO TO 777 
WRITE(ITTY,12)
12 FORMAT(1H ,/, 2X, ’PRNT"A” ? ',$)
READ(ITTY,13)ASW10

































DO 99 IC = 1 ,NSQLM 
XLAM(IC ) = 0 . 0 
99 CONTINUE 
K = I 1
DO 101 IA=1,NLAM
XLAM(K ) = (RAMDA(IA)**3)/(RAMDA(IA)**4+CK**4)
YLAM(IA ) = XLAM(K)
K=K+NLAM + 1 
101 CONTINUE




*5.0*** CALCULATE VECTOR PSTAR FROM XLAM AND DSTAR
CALL MTXMPY(XLAM,DSTAR,PSTAR,NLAM,NLAM,11)
GO TO 200
PRINT EIGVALS AND PSTAR ETC.
WRITE(IPRNT,10)
10 FORMAT(1H , // , 1 5X, ’EIG.NO. ’ ,8X ,’EIGVALS’
1, 10X, ’INVEIGS’,10X, ’P-STAR 1 ,/,15X,7('-’),8X,7(’- f) 
2,10X,7(,- ’),10X,6(’- ’),/)
DO 200 IK=1,NLAM
WRITE(IPRNT, 11 )IK,RAMDA(IK),YLAM(IK) ,PSTAR(IK)
11 FORMAT(1H ,18X,I2,6X,E10.4,7X,E10.4,6X,E10.4)
200 CONTINUE
*6.0*** CALCULATE DELTP FROM V AND MODIFIED PSTAR 
TRANSPOSE VT TO GET V
CALL TRNSP(VT,V,NLAM,MPRMS)






***** CALCULATE DELTP FROM V AND PSTAR
CALL MTXMPY(V,PSTAR,DELTP,MPRMS,NLAM,11)




IF (LI .GT. NLAM) GO TO 303 
PSTAB=ABS(PSTAR(LI))












The algorithm published by Talwani, Worzel, and 
Landisman (1959) is used to calculate the vertical component 
of gravity at the origin due to a two-dimensional polygonal 
body.
The subroutine is called by:
CALL GRAV2(X,Z,RH0,NI,ZGRV)
where
X = array of x-coordinates for the NI vertices,
Z = array of z-coordinates for the NI vertices,
RHO = density of the body,
NI = number of vertices,
ZGRV = vertical component of gravity.
The arrays for X and Z must be dimensioned in the calling 
program.
The coordinates of the first vertice are not to be
repeated as the last, and NI is the actual number of
vertices representing the polygonal cross-section.
T-2042
92
Useful values for the gravitational constant "G": 
G = 6.673E-8 in dyne.cm2 /gm*
G = 6.673E-11 in newton .mz /kg2"
G = 6.673E-6 kg/m3 , metres, milligal





CTHT2 r Cos 3;+,
PHI = &
SPHI = Sin 0;
CPH I = Cos 0 i
TPHI = Tan
DIFX = ^ +, ~
DIFZ = ~*—A. + | ~
DZ 12 - z. - Zu,
VZI =
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C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *c *
C SUBROUTINE GRAV2 *
C ================ *c *
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE VERT. COMP. *
C GRAVITY VALUE AT THE ORIGIN DUE TO A *
C SINGLE POLYGONAL 2-D BODY, USING TALWANI’S *
C ALGORITHM PUB. IN J.G.R. V64 1959. *
C *
C *
C X ARRAY OF VERTICE X-COORDS *
C Z = ARRAY OF VERTICE Z-COORDS *
C RHO = DENSITY CONTRAST IN KG/CUB.METRE *
C NI = NO: OF VERTICES *
C ZGR V = VERT.GRAV IN MGALS *
C X & Z DIMENSIONED IN CALLING PGM. *
C *
C *








C EXCLUDE CASES A,B,F,& G,
C
DO 711 13=1,NI 
XABS=ABS(X(I 3))
ZABS = ABS(Z(I3) )
IF (XABS .LT. .001) X(I3)=0.001 
IF (ZABS .LT. .001) Z(I3)=0.001 
711 CONTINUE
C
ZISUM =0 . 0 
DO 1000 1=1,NI 
11=1 
1 2 = 1+1 
N E = NI +1 
X(NE) = X(1 )
Z (NE ) = Z( 1 )
30 THET1=ATAN2(Z(I1),X(11 ))
IF (Z(I 1 )) 50,60,60 
50 THET1=THET1+2.0*PIE 
60 THET2=ATAN2(Z(I2),X(I 2))
IF (Z(I 2)) 70,80,80 
70 THET2=THET2+2.0*PIE 
80 DFTHT =THET2-THET 1 










IF (DFTHT ) 90, 100,90 
100 VZI=0.0 
GO TO 95 
90 DIFX = X(I2)-X(I 1 )
CTHT1=C0S (THET1 )
CTHT2=C0S(THET2)
TEST FOR CASE D
IF (DIF X ) 110,120,110 
120 Y =CTHT1/CTHT2 
YA =ABS (Y )
VZI=X(I1)*ALOG(YA )
GO TO 95 
110 DIFZ=Z(I2)-Z(I 1 )
TEST FOR CASE C
IF (DIFZ) 130,140,130 
140 VZI=Z(I1)*DFTHT 
GO TO 95 
130 PHI=ATAN2(DIFZ,DIFX)
IF (DIFZ) 150,160,160 
150 PHI=PHI+2.0*PIE 








C PH I=COS (PHI )
TPHI=SPHI/CPHI
R 1 = (CTHT1*(TTHT1-TPHI))/(CTHT2*(TTHT2-TPHI ) ) 






















































x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
*** GENERAL MATRIX ALGEBRA SUBROUTINE LIBRARY ***
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
SUBROUTINE TO DECOMPOSE A RECTANGULAR MATRIX TO
ITS EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS.
SUBROUTINES CALLED:
ATRPA - (FROM THIS LIBRARY)
EIGRS - (FROM IMSL LIBRARY)
VARIABLES USED IN THE CALL:
A - MATRIX TO BE DECOMPOSED
U - TRANSP. OF U-EIGENVECTOR MATRIX
RAMDA - SET OF EIGENVALUES 
V - TRANSP. OF V-EIGENVECTOR MATRIX
NU - NO: OF ROWS IN A-MATRIX 
NV - NO: OF COLS IN A-MATRIX 
AA - A-TRANSP-A MATRIX 
MV - NO: OF EIGENVALUES
VARIABLES A ,U ,RAMDA,V ,AND AA MUST BE DIMENSIONED
FROM THE CALLING PROGRAM.
ORIGINAL PROGRAM BY C.H. STOYER. 
MODIFIED BY H.T. ANDERSEN, 1978.
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
SUBROUTINE DCOMP(A ,U ,RAMDA,V ,NU,NV,AA,MV)
C
PARAMETER KV=500
DIMENSION A(1 ) ,U(1 ) ,RAMDA(1) ,V (1 ) ,AA(1 ) ,WK(KV)
CALL ATRPA(AA,A ,NU,NV)
CALL EIGRS(AA,NV,2,RAMDA,V ,NV,W K ,IER)
IF((WK(1).GT.1.).OR.(IER.NE.0)) WRITE(4,1002)IER,W K (1) 
1002 FORMAT(* IER = ’,15,1 PI = ?,1PE13.4)
IR = 1
TEST=RAMDA(NV)*1.E-7 



















IF(RAMDA(I ).LT.TEST) IR=IR+1 
IF(RAMDA(I ).LT.TEST ) GOTO 1 
RAMDA(I)=SQRT(RAMDA(I))
1 CONTINUE




DO 41 = 1,MV 
KA=0




D02K = 1 , NV 
IA = IA + 1 
JV=JV+1











DO 61 = 1,MV
RAMDA(I)=RAMDA(I+IR-1 )
DO 5J = 1,NV 
JV=JV+1 
KKV =KKV + 1 





* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE MATRIX PRODUCT 
QA-TRANSP-QA TO PRODUCE MATRIX QRES.
MATRIX QA IS N BY M. VARIABLES QA AND QRES MUST 
BE DIMENSIONED FROM THE CALLING PROGRAM.
PROGRAM FROM C.H. STOYER. 























SUBROUTINE ATRPA(QRES,QA,N ,M )
DIMENSION QRES(1),QA(1)
IK =0
DO 20 1=1,M 
IM 1 =1 -1
IF (IM1.LE.0) GO TO 19 
DO 15 J =2 , I 
I J = I 
JK = J -1
QSUM=(0.0,0.0)
DO 11 K = 1,N
QSUM=QSUM+QA(JK)*QA(IJ)








DO 12 J = 1 , N








* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE TO MULTIPLY MTRX1 BY MTRX2 TO GIVE
MPROD. ARRAYS MTRX1 ,MTRX2, AND MPROD MUST BE
DIMENSIONED FROM THE CALLING PROGRAM.
MTRX1 IS L BY M
MTRX2 IS M BY N
MPROD IS L BY N
H.T. ANDERSEN, 1977. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE MTXMPY(MTRX1,MTRX2,MPROD,L ,M ,N )
C



















TRANSPOSE MTRX2 TO MTRNS.
11 = 1 
KT=I 1
DO 101 K = 1,N 
K 1 =K
DO 100 1 = 1 ,M 
MTRNS(KT)=MTRX2(K1)
KT =KT + 1 





DO 104 IC=1,L 
KT =1 1
DO 103 IA = 1 , N 
K 1 = (IC-1 )*M + 1 
MSUM =0 . 0 
DO 102 IB=1,M
MSUM =MSUM+MTR X1 (K1)*MTRNS(KT )
KT =KT + 1 
K 1=K 1 +1
102 CONTINUE
M PROD(KP) = MSUM 





* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE TO PRINT AN M BY N MATRIX, A. OUTPUT IS TO 
UNIT "IPRNT"
ARRAY A MUST BE DIMENSIONED FROM THE CALLING PGM.
JOHN C. DAVIES, 1965. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *































C GO TO 222
DO 100 IB = 1,N,10 
IE =IB+9
IF (IE-N ) 2,2,1
1 IE =N
2 WRITECIPRNT,2000)(I,I=IB,IE)






2000 FORMATC1H 1 ,1X,10112)
2001 F0RMATC1H0,15,10(1 PE 12.5))
END
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
SUBROUTINE TO PRINTOUT AN M BY N MATRIX "A"
M = NO: OF ROWS IN MATRIX-A 
N = NO: OF COLS IN MATRIX-A 
A = MATRIX TO BE PRINTED
’’A” IS M X N AND "AT" IS N X M
MATRIX-A MUST BE DIMENSIONED IN THE CALLING PGM.
H.T. ANDERSEN, 1977. 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
SUBROUTINE TRNSP(A ,AT,M ,N )
DIMENSION A (1 ) ,A T (1 )
KT = 1
DO 201 KK=1,N 
K 1 =KK
DO 202 11=1,M 
AT(KT ) = A(K 1 )
KT =KT + 1 











































* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FUNCTION TO CALC THE VECTOR PRODUCT U-TRANSP-V,
WHERE U AND V ARE THE VECTORS, WHICH ARE DIMENSIONED 
IN THE CALLING PROGRAM.
H.T. ANDERSEN, 1978. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FUNCTION UTRPV(U,V ,N )
DIMENSION U (1 ) ,V (1 )
SM =0 . 0
DO 101 1=1,N 
SM =U (I )«V (I )+SM 
101 CONTINUE 
UTR PV =SM 
999 RETURN 
END
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE TO PRINT DIAG. OF AN N BY N MATRIX 
THE DIAG VALUES ARE ALSO NORMALIZED RELATIVE TO 
LARGEST DIAGONAL VALUE:- ’’NORM-DIAGS"
MATRIX-A MUST BE DIMENSIONED IN THE CALLING PGM.
OUTPUT IS TO UNIT ’’IPRNT’’.
H.T. ANDERSEN, 1978. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *





100 FORMAT(1H ,/ ,7X, ’NO: ’ , 10X, ’DIAGS. ’ , 10X, ’NORM-DIAGS' 
1 , / , 7X , 3 ( ' - ’ ) , 10X , 6 ( ’ - ’ ) , 1 OX , 1 0 ( ’ - ’ ) , /)
200 FORMAT(1H ,6X,13,5X,1PE 13.4,5X,1PE13.4)









KD = (I -1 ) *N +1
IF (BIG .LT. A(KD )) BIG =A(KD) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 2 I=1,N 







E rp.  endix  : B
Rid<j& - recession usin  ̂ eigen  valu.es. 
  to  show I  hat v [ i r i r i ] l U T =
let fl * U A V T (Lanĉ os, I9(>f )’
then the transpose of R can he. wriiien as
( b l )  RT = V A U r ,
£ hence  t h e  p r o d u c t  f?TR  is
<B.2> RtR = VAUtUAVt = V/ivT
as UrU= I
T h e  diagonal  matrix k*X can also be \x/ntfen as
<B.3> k * I  = V k * I V T
Thus substituting (Blto3  ̂ into [RTR + Klip) J
<B.4> [fiTfl + kzl]nT = [v(A2 + k*I )Vt]"vaiT
= V ( A ‘ + /^IJv V a U7 
= V ( A * *  /klI ) A U r




Functions minimized and Lagrange Multipliers:
The previous sections in this study have been 
concerned with finding suitable parameter improvement 
a P such that a function is minimized, eg:
a. generalized inverse = I d  d a v ^ p  I
b. Foster-Marquardt $({) = [||D" ‘ LiAV AP(i +k(£)!iAp' ]
£
c. parameter compromise ^  = [ flQ-UAV’a FII + klzfl) Ha PI J
Both the above, Foster-Marquardt and "compromise” 
methods (Sect 3*1*3) are a form of the Tikhonov 
regularizing theorem:
= Id - uavtapS +
On Lagrange multipliers: The minima of a real function
F(x, ,x2 ,----------xn ), of n variables xj , j = 1 to n,
subject to differentiable constraints in the form of 
r < n equations:
T-2042 105
$ ( . x ,  , xz , -----------x„ ) = 0
<t>z ( x, , x *  , -----------x n ) = 0
0 r( x ,  , x 4----, -----------x 0 ) = 0
can be found through the condition
^  a = 1§_ = 0
?)xt
where
$(x(Jx2, xj = FCx,,X2j xj --
+ -  + (*. ,--- * J * ------ + K  #.(*,, 3̂ ---- 3C„).
The w , i=1 to r are the Lagrange multipliers.
We are thus seeking the solution of the x , j=1 to n
which minimize:
<|a ) = [ I I f II + w M ! + v j J 0 J  + -
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The above Foster-Marquardt parameter k can also be
consisered a Lagrange multiplier as at the solution
where is a minimum:
1. IUpI— >o
2 . — >0  V  j -  i  to  n
The same is true for the K(6^) of $(C) and the
Tikhonov oL in $(t). Hence all the methods of
stabilization and adding constraints in Sect. 3.1 are a 
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